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1
Observations of seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle — D′′ — are abundant.7
As seismic anisotropy is known to develop as a response to plastic flow in the8
mantle, constraining lowermost mantle anisotropy allows us to better understand mantle9
dynamics. Measuring shear-wave splitting in body wave phases which traverse the10
lowermost mantle is a powerful tool to constrain this anisotropy. Isolating a signal from11
lowermost mantle anisotropy requires the use of multiple shear-wave phases, such as12
SKS and SKKS. These phases can also be used to constrain azimuthal anisotropy in D′′:13
the raypaths of SKS and SKKS are nearly coincident in the upper mantle but diverge14
significantly at the core-mantle boundary. Any significant discrepancy in the shear-15
wave splitting measured for each phase can be ascribed to anisotropy in D′′. We search16
for statistically significant discrepancies in shear-wave splitting measured for a dataset17
of 420 SKS-SKKS event-station pairs that sample D′′ beneath the Eastern Pacific. To18
ensure robust results, we develop a new multi-parameter approach which combines a19
measure derived from the eigenvalue minimisation approach for measuring shear-wave20
splitting with an existing splitting intensity method. This combined approach also allows21
for easier automation of discrepant shear-wave splitting analysis. Using this approach22
we identify 30 SKS-SKKS event-station pairs as discrepant. These predominantly sit23
along a backazimuth range of 260°− 290°. From our results we interpret a region24
of azimuthal anisotropy in D′′ beneath the Eastern Pacific, characterised by null SKS25
splitting, and mean delay time of 1.15s in SKKS. These measurements corroborate and26
expand upon previous observations made using SKS-SKKS and S-ScS phase in this27
region. Our preferred explanation for this anisotropy is the lattice-preferred orientation28
(LPO) of post-perovskite. A plausible mechanism for the deformation causing this29
anisotropy is the impingement of subducted material from the Farallon slab at the core-30
mantle boundary.31
Key words: Composition and Structure of the Mantle, Seismic Anisotropy, North32
America, Mantle Processes.33
34
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1 Introduction35
The lowermost 200km of the Earth’s mantle, known as D′′, is an important36
thermochemical boundary layer within the Earth, acting as a buffer between the liquid37
iron outer core and the solid silicate mantle. D′′ is distinguished in some places from38
the lower mantle by a sharp vertical seismic discontinuity at the top of the layer (e.g.,39
Lay and Helmberger, 1983; Sidorin et al., 1999, ). Seismology is our primary source40
of information on this region of the Earth and it reveals a heterogeneous, anisotropic41
layer full of complexities which we do not fully understand (for example see reviews by42
Garnero et al., 2016; Romanowicz and Wenk, 2017).43
Among these complexities are the dynamics of the lower mantle, and how they44
relate to the upper mantle and surface. For example, we know from seismic45
tomography that D′′ is dominated by two large antipodal regions, beneath Africa and46
the Pacific, with anomalously low shear-wave velocities (e.g., Ritsema et al., 2011;47
French and Romanowicz, 2014; Auer et al., 2014; Moulik and Ekstro¨m, 2016). These48
large low shear-wave velocity provinces (LLSVPs) are widely considered to have49
crucial implications for the dynamics of the entire mantle. Despite advances in our50
understanding of LLSVP morphology (e.g., Cottaar and Lekic, 2016) the dynamics of51
LLSVPs and their relationship with deep mantle convection is still an open question52
(e.g., Davies et al., 2012; Garnero et al., 2016).53
Seismic anisotropy is an indicator of long-range order in materials and in the upper54
mantle, it is known to develop as a response to plastic flow (e.g., Tommasi et al., 2000).55
In D′′, seismic anisotropy has been attributed to several mechanisms. Lattice preferred56
orientation (LPO) of post-perovskite (pPv), a high pressure polymorph of bridgmanite57
(Br) at that is stable at D′′ pressures (Murakami et al., 2004; Tateno et al., 2009),58
is an oft-invoked explanation (e.g., Wookey and Kendall, 2007). However there are59
outstanding questions surrounding the stability of pPv within D′′. Due to the positive60
Clapeyron slope of the Br-pPv transition, pPv is most likely to be abundant in colder61
than average regions of D′′ and non-existent in hot regions of D′′ (Wookey et al., 2005b).62
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There is also the possibility of the steep geotherm near the core-mantle boundary causing63
a second crossing of the Clapeyron slope, resulting in lenses of post-perovskite in D′′64
bounded by bridgmanite (Wookey et al., 2005b; Hernlund et al., 2005).65
LPO of post-perovskite is not the sole candidate mechanism for D′′ anisotropy. Other66
minerals, such as bridgmanite, periclase or ferropericlase, are also capable of producing67
LPO anisotropy (e.g., Cordier et al., 2004; Marquardt et al., 2018). Alternatively, there68
are suggestions that D′′ anisotropy occurs due to some shape preferred orientation69
(SPO) of heterogenieties, such as partial melt inclusions smaller than the seismic70
wavelength (e.g., Kendall and Silver, 1998; Kendall, 2000). Consequentially, improving71
our observational constraints of D′′ anisotropy allows us to improve our knowledge of72
D′′ dynamics, composition and temperature conditions.73
Shear-wave splitting (or seismic birefringence) is a phenomena that arises as a response74
to seismic anisotropy (Crampin, 1985). When a shear-wave enters an anisotropic75
medium, the energy of the incident shear-wave is split into two orthogonally polarised76
quasi shear-waves. One wave (the fast shear-wave) is polarised in the direction of the77
fastest shear velocity, causing the quasi shear-waves to be separated by a delay time78
which persists beyond the causative anisotropic region. Shear-wave splitting is typically79
characterised by this delay time, δ t, and the polarisation of the fast wave, referred to as80
the fast direction, φ , measured in the geographic reference frame as an azimuth relative81
to North.82
Shear-wave splitting from upper mantle anisotropy has been extensively studied (see, for83
example, reviews by Silver, 1996; Savage, 1999) and is known to be a clear signature of84
seismic anisotropy. This makes it our best tool for studying anisotropy in D′′, provided85
that we can account for anisotropy in the upper mantle. One way of achieving this is86
by using event-station pairs of different shear-wave phases. By carefully choosing the87
phases we use, we can take advantage of where their ray paths overlap and diverge in88
the mantle to account for upper mantle anisotropy.89
Studies of D′′ typical use either near-horizontally propagating phases (S, ScS, Sdiff)90
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(e.g., Lay and Young, 1991; Wookey et al., 2005a; Maupin et al., 2005; Thomas et al.,91
2007; Nowacki et al., 2010) or more steeply incident, on the order of ∼ 20° ∼ 60°92
depending on epicentral distance, phases (SKS, SKKS) (e.g., Niu and Perez, 2004;93
Restivo and Helffrich, 2006; Vanacore and Niu, 2011; Ford et al., 2015; Reiss et al.,94
2019) (Fig. 1). The limitations of using horizontally propagating phases is their95
long path length in D′′, making it difficult to constrain the location of the observed96
anisotropy. Additionally, a lack of azimuthal coverage can restrict observations to97
vertical transverse isotropy (VTI), a geometry with a horizontal plane of isotropy98
with hexagonal symmetry. Given sufficient azimuthal coverage, this geometry can be99
generalised to allow for a tilted axis of symmetry (or tilted transverse isotropy, TTI)100
(e.g., Wookey and Kendall, 2008; Nowacki et al., 2010).101
SKS and SKKS are radially polarised, as the core transiting P-wave only transmits a P102
and SV-wave into the mantle. This absence of SH-waves means that a VTI mantle will103
not produce shear-wave splitting in SKS and SKKS. Shear-wave splitting observed in104
these phases requires a more general form of anisotropy, such as azimithual anisotropy105
where there are azimuthal changes in velocity in the horizontal plane (Hall et al., 2004;106
Wookey and Kendall, 2007). This makes studying shear-wave splitting of SKS and107
SKKS ideal for constraining aziumthal anisotropy within D′′. The ray paths of SKS108
and SKKS are almost coincident in the upper mantle and diverge by ∼ 800km at the109
core-mantle boundary, for the epicentral distance range of 105° − 140° we consider110
here (Fig. 1). This significant deviation in D′′ allows us to make the assumption111
that both SKS and SKKS sample the same different regions of D′′. If we make the112
assumption that both SKS and SKKS sample the same upper mantle anisotropy, then113
any significant discrepancies in the shear-wave splitting measurements for these phases114
is best explained by a change in anisotropy between the two distinct domains of D′′.115
By comparing the shear-wave splitting measured for SKS and SKKS and testing if116
the measurements disagree in a statistically significant manner we can constrain the117
shear-wave splitting attributable to D′′ (Niu and Perez, 2004). Where this is the case,118
we call the SKS-SKKS event-station pair ‘discrepant’. Observations of discrepant119
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Figure 1: Raypaths of the phases (S, ScS, SKS and SKKS) typically used to study D′′ anisotropy.
Note the difference in the area of D′′ sampled by ScS compared to that by SKS and SKKS. This
allows for SKS and SKKS to sample D′′ at a higher spatial resolution, although the shorter path
length through D′′ can result in a weaker shear-wave splitting signal. The divergence between
SKS, SKKS raypaths through D′′ is significant. At the shortest epicentral distances we consider
(∆ = 105°) SKS and SKKS exit the core approximately 700km apart, this distance increases
with ∆. This significant deviation leads to the assertion that discrepant splitting between these
two phases is best explained by anisotropy in D′′ (e.g., Niu and Perez, 2004; Long, 2009; Reiss
et al., 2019). Adapted from Nowacki et al. (2011).
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SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting are uncommon, with only ∼ 5% of cases showing120
discrepancy attributable to D′′ anisotropy in global studies (Niu and Perez, 2004; Restivo121
and Helffrich, 2006). Discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting has been observed122
near the margin of the African (Wang and Wen, 2007; Lynner and Long, 2014; Ford123
et al., 2015; Long and Lynner, 2015; Grund and Ritter, 2018; Reiss et al., 2019) and124
Pacific (Long, 2009; Deng et al., 2017) LLSVPs and at the margin of the so-called125
‘Perm’ anomaly (Long and Lynner, 2015). Given the importance of these observations126
in constraining azimuthal anisotropy in D′′ and therefore the dynamics of the lowermost127
mantle it is vital to ensure results are robust.128
We review current methods for identifying discrepant shear-wave splitting, testing129
existing approaches based on comparing estimated 2σ measurement uncertainties (e.g.,130
Lynner and Long, 2014) and splitting intensity (Deng et al., 2017; Grund and Ritter,131
2018; Reiss et al., 2019). We identify and demonstrate clear improvements that can132
be made to these methods using a set of synthetic split shear-waves and develop a133
new, multiparameter, approach to identifying discrepant shear-wave splitting. Using our134
new methods, we search for discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting in the Eastern135
Pacific.136
2 Methods - Identifying discrepant shear-wave splitting137
2.1 Shear-wave splitting analysis138
Shear-wave splitting is characterised by the polarisation direction of the fast wave, φ ,139
and the delay time between the fast and slow waves, δ t. There are several methods for140
measuring these parameters, such as cross-correlation (XC) (Bowman and Ando, 1987)141
and eigenvalue minimisation (EV) (Silver and Chan, 1991; Walsh et al., 2013).142
We use the EV method implemented in the shear-wave splitting analysis code SHEBA,143
which incorporates the cluster analysis codes of Wuestefeld et al. (2010) (based on the144
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code of Teanby et al. (2004)) to find the optimum analysis window, based on manually145
defined start and end ranges. This is done to ensure sufficient degrees of freedom for the146
splitting analysis.147
Due to the near-vertical incidence angle of SKS, SKKS at the surface, we use the148
horizontal seismogram components only. This also removes the need to correct for149
free-surface coupling effects (Walpole et al., 2014). We perform a grid search over 0s≤150
δ t ≤ 4s and−90°≤ φ ≤ 90° and calculate the corresponding smallest eigenvalue of the151
trace covariance matrix, normalised by the largest eigenvalue. A shear-wave that has not152
experienced shear-wave splitting has a covariance matrix of rank 1, corresponding to the153
shear-wave energy being resolved wholly onto the radial component seismogram (Silver154
and Chan, 1991; Walsh et al., 2013). We denote this normalised eigenvalue as λ2. By155
searching for splitting parameters that minimise λ2 we invert for the apparent splitting156
operator Γa(φ ,δ t) applied to waveform as it propagates through the Earth. Where Γa157
represents the contributions from anisotropy in the upper mantle, ΓUM, and in D′′, ΓD′′ ,158
and satisfies the relation159
ΓUM ·ΓD′′ · pˆ = KΓa · pˆ (1)
where K is some complex scalar and pˆ is the initial polarisation direction (Silver and160
Savage, 1993).161
The identification of un-split (or null) waveforms is an important part of shear-wave162
splitting analysis. Nulls occur either where the medium is isotropic, or if the initial163
shear-wave polarisation is near-parallel (or perpendicular) to the fast direction. In164
both cases we know that any δ t value measured is meaningless, and if the medium is165
anisotropic that φ may indicate the fast or slow direction. We use an automated approach166
to detect nulls, using the parameter Q (Wuestefeld et al., 2010). This quality factor takes167
advantage of the systematic failure of the XC method for measuring shear-wave splitting168
close to null directions (Wu¨stefeld and Bokelmann, 2007; Wuestefeld et al., 2010). By169
comparing shear-wave splitting measurements made by the EV and XC methods and170
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calculating the ratio of delay time measurements:171
∆=
δ tXC
δ tEV
(2)
and normalised differences in fast direction:172
Ω=
(φEV −φXC)
45°
(3)
An idea ‘good’ measurement is defined by identical delay times and fast directions173
(i.e., ∆ = 1,Ω = 0). For an ideal ‘null’ XC measurements show no delay time and174
the fast polarisation measurements differ by 45° (i.e., ∆ = 0,Ω = 1). For an individual175
measurement, the qualitfy factor, Q, is calculated from the distance to these ideal cases:176
dnull =
√
∆2 +(Ω−1)2
√
2 (4)
dgood =
√
∆−1)2 +Ω2
√
2 (5)
Q=

−(1−dnull), for dnull ≤ dgood
(1−dgood), for dnull ≥ dgood
(6)
Therefore Q ranges from -1 (a clear null), through 0 (poor), to +1 (a clear split). We use177
a cutoff of Q> 0.7 for split events or Q<−0.7 for nulls.178
2.2 Splitting Intensity179
Splitting intensity (SI), an alternate measure of shear-wave splitting, has become180
increasingly popular for differential splitting studies of D′′ (e.g., Deng et al., 2017;181
Grund and Ritter, 2018). The principle advantage of splitting intensity is that it is a182
commutative (Chevrot, 2000), something that is not true of splitting operators (e.g.,183
Silver and Savage, 1993; Silver and Long, 2011). Therefore the contribution from D′′184
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can be recovered by taking the difference of the SI measured for SKS and SKKS. The185
limitation of splitting intensity is that we do not individually resolve the direction or186
strength of D′′ anisotropy, but a combination of the two.187
Splitting intensity is defined by the amplitude of the transverse component, T, relative188
to the time derivative of the radial component, r˙. If the signal-to-noise ratio is low, the189
optimal estimate of SI is obtained by projecting the transverse component onto the time190
derivative of the radial component (Chevrot, 2000) yielding:191
SI =−2 Tr˙||r˙2|| (7)
where ||r˙2||= r˙tr˙ is the squared norm of r˙.192
Assuming a simple case of a homogeneous anisotropic layer, SI can also be193
approximated as a re-parameterisation of φ ,δ t (Chevrot, 2000). If we assume that δ t194
is small relative to the dominant period of the incoming wavelet w(t), we can express r˙195
and T as:196
r˙≈ w′(t) (8)
and197
T≈−1
2
(δ tsin2β )w′(t) (9)
where β if the difference between the fast direction, φ , and the source polarisation of198
the wave. As SK(K)S phases are radially polarised when they exit the core, we assume199
that the source polarisation is equal to the backazimuth of the wave. From (8), (9) it is200
clear that:201
SI ≈ δ tsin(2β ) (10)
This approximation for splitting intensity is used in recent splitting intensity studies of202
discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting (e.g., Deng et al., 2017; Grund and Ritter,203
2018; Reiss et al., 2019). In discrepant splitting studies, the absolute difference in204
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splitting intensity,205
∆SI = |SISKS−SISKKS| (11)
is taken (Deng et al., 2017). The periodicity of the approximation (eqn. 10) introduces206
potential problems of non-uniqueness where a large range of (φ ,δ t) return the same ∆SI207
value. This effect is demonstrated when we model ∆SI using synthetic split shear-waves.208
Another potential issue arises from the definition of a null, a shear-wave which is not209
split, in splitting intensity. A null is defined where SI ≈ 0. When the splitting intensity210
approximation is made, this is not always the case. This arises from the grid search211
methods employed to measure φ ,δ t. The approximation for SI assumes that in the case212
of a null δ t ≈ 0s. In the presence of noise δ t can often be unconstrained, with δ t→ 4s213
in the grid search (Fig. 2). This issue is mitigated in recent studies (e.g., Deng et al.,214
2017; Reiss et al., 2019) through manual inspection of the SKS and SKKS waveforms,215
examining the linearity of the particle motion to visually confirm null measurements.216
With the size of splitting datasets ever increasing, improving our measurements of217
splitting intensity to remove the requirement to visually inspect all null waveforms218
is preferable. Here we present an adjustment to the method for measuring SI,219
implementing the trace component projection as set out in equation 7. This removes220
the need to make the approximation and is computationally inexpensive and allows for221
easier automation of discrepant shear-wave splitting analysis. This also has the added222
advantage of making our splitting intensity measurements independent of our measured223
splitting parameters.224
2.3 Robust identification of discrepant shear-wave splitting225
The conventional approach for identifying discrepant shear-wave splitting is to compare226
φ ,δ t for each phase allowing for their estimated 2σ uncertainties (e.g., Lynner and227
Long, 2014). We use the estimated Gaussian uncertainties in φ ,δ t (Silver and Chan,228
1991; Walsh et al., 2013) and test whether the two splitting measurements sit within229
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Figure 2: A null SKS phase at station U37A as measured by SHEBA (see supplementary figure
S1 for an SKKS example). Here we show the uncorrected and corrected traces (top) and particle
motions (below left), along with the eigenvalue surface (below right). Note how the grid search
algorithm has moved across towards the maximum δ t. This trend is seen throughout our dataset.
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these bounds. Whilst this approach is reasonable, it is limited by the approximation230
used to convert the F-test defined 95% confidence region of the λ2 surface into the more231
useful individual parameter uncertainties σφ ,σδ t (Silver and Chan, 1991). Inspection232
of λ2 measurement surfaces for a set of results quickly reveals that the 95% confidence233
region is seldom regular (Fig. 3)234
This estimation of uncertainties has the potential to introduce regular error into the235
process of identifying discrepant shear-wave splitting. In particular there is a tendency236
for over-estimation of σφ ,σδ t (implying a lower confidence in the result). In turn, this237
can result in false identification of matching SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting. In our238
new approach, we have developed an improved strategy to avoid these potential errors.239
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Figure 3: Λ2 surfaces output by SHEBA when measuring shear-wave splitting in SKS (left) and
SKKS (center). The bold contour line bounds the 95% confidence region. The right panel shows
that stacked surface Λ¯2. The minimum λ2 for SKS (blue) and SKKS (orange) are plotted over all
3 surfaces along with the estimated 2σ uncertainties in φ ,δ t. The minimum value of Λ¯2 , λ¯2, is
shown in green. In this example λ¯2 is less than the sum of the 95% confidence regions for SKS
and SKKS (eqn. 12) and the measurements are classified as matching.
When measuring shear-wave splitting using eigenvalue minimisation, we apply our grid240
search over φ ,δ t and compute λ2 at each node. This creates a surface, which we denote241
Λ2(φ ,δ t). In conventional shear-wave splitting analysis we are only concerned with242
the minimum value of this surface. However, Λ2(φ ,δ t) contains information which can243
help us test for discrepant splitting. Instead of characterising these misfit surfaces with244
Gaussian uncertainties σφ ,σδ t , we use all the information contained within them. This245
allows us to avoid errors made in the assumptions required to obtain σφ ,σδ t .246
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We achieve this by summing Λ2SKS(φ ,δ t) and Λ2SKKS(φ ,δ t), to produce a new surface247
Λ¯2(φ ,δ t) (Fig. 3). This new surface effectively describes how well each Γ(φ ,δ t) works248
as a solution for both phases. Therefore by taking the best fitting value of Λ¯2, which249
we denote λ¯2, we have a measure that can be used to determine whether the best fitting250
splitting solutions for each phase are discrepant.251
To robustly identify discrepant shear-wave splitting, we need to account for uncertainty252
in our splitting measurements and define what we consider to be statistically significant253
differences between the solutions for SKS and SKKS. We calculate the λ2 value that254
bounds the 95% confidence region in Λ2(φ ,δ t) for each phase, λ 95%2 , using an F-test as255
set out in Silver and Chan (1991). We sum these two values, defining a threshold for λ¯2256
that we can test against. By comparing λ¯2 to the sum of λ 95%2 for SKS and SKKS we257
can determine if the splitting measurements are discrepant. If:258
λ¯2 > λ 95%2SKS +λ
95%
2SKKS (12)
then the shear-wave splitting measured for SKS and SKKS is classified as discrepant.259
3 Synthetics260
To test our approach, and to demonstrate some of the pitfalls in the various261
methodologies, we model λ¯2 and ∆SI in φ ,δ t space using synthetic shear-waves. We262
generate synthetics over a range of 0s≤ δ t ≤ 4s at intervals of 0.25s and −90°≤ φ ≤263
90° at intervals of 5°, producing a evenly spaced grid of 629 synthetics (Fig. 4a). We264
generate synthetics for source polarisations of 30°,45° & 60°. For clarity, we show265
results here from synthetics generated with a source polarisation of 45°. Random noise266
is added to the synthetics to mimic conditions for real data. For each source polarsiation267
we generate synthetics with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), where SNR ≈ 37, and268
with a low SNR, where SNR≈ 10. Shear-wave splitting is measured using SHEBA. The269
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Figure 4: (Top) The initial grid of synthetic shear-waves, with a source polarisation of 45°.
(bottom) Shear-wave splitting parameters measured by SHEBA for the set of synthetics shown
above. Synthetics that are identified as nulls by the quality factor, Q (Wu¨stefeld and Bokelmann,
2007), are plotted in orange. Where Q =−1 this indicates a clear null and Q = 1 this indicates a
clear split shear-wave. We use a threshold of Q≤−0.7 to identify nulls. We highlight 4 example
points (numbered) across both panels to track the migration of our synthetics from their input
position to the measured splitting parameters. For null points this effect is significant, with most
nulls with a low input δ t being migrated along the source polarisation direction. Note source
polarisation and fast direction do not need to directly align for a null to be recorded, even at a low
signal-to-noise ratio. The majority of synthetics with a fast direction within 10° of the source
polarisation axis are returned as nulls.
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measured splitting parameters for the synthetics (Fig. 4b) and the Λ2(φ ,δ t) surfaces270
produced by SHEBA are used to test the performance of the different measures of271
discrepant shear-wave splitting.272
To create synthetic event-station pairs, we select a single synthetic split shear-wave and273
denote it as ‘SKS’. We then denote the whole grid of 629 synthetics as ‘SKKS’ and274
construct a set of 629 ‘SKS-SKKS’ pairs. This allows us to visualise all possible sets275
of event-station pairs and the behaviour of different measures of discrepant shear-wave276
splitting (Fig. 5) across the parameter space. For these synthetic SKS-SKKS pairs we277
search for discrepant splitting using 2σ error bar matching (Fig. 5a), our new measure λ¯2278
(Fig. 5b,6b) and ∆SI using both the approximation for spitting intensity from measured279
splitting parameters (Fig. 5c,6c) and the full projection approach (Fig. 5d,6d).280
Our synthetics demonstrate the error that can be introduced when using 2σ error bar281
matching (Fig. 5a, 6a) . This is primarily restricted to nulls, where the shape of the error282
surface produces high estimates of σφ ,σδ t and thus spurious matches are found. This283
is expressed as false classification of matching splitting where δ t ≈ 0s and along the284
source polarisation axis (45°) and its antipode (−45°).285
Our new measure, λ¯2, performs similarly to the 2σ method. This is to be expected286
given our method is a refinement of 2σ . However, unlike the 2σ method, our new287
measure clearly defines a single region of matching shear-wave splitting and does not288
show the same susceptibility to false classification of nulls. At a high signal-to-noise289
ratio the matching regions for λ¯2 and 2σ are both very tightly bound (Fig. 5b). As SNR290
decreases, this breaks down for both measures, as the noise expands the 95% confidence291
region in shear-wave splitting analysis. Synthetics generated at lower, more realistic,292
SNRs show this and that λ¯2 is more narrowly constrained (Fig. 6a,b). This occurs as at293
lower signal-noise ratios Λ2(φ ,δ t) tend to have 95% confidence regions which are not294
well fit by the rectangular approximation used to obtain σφ ,σδ t .295
Our synthetics results also highlight inherent non-uniqueness in ∆SI (Fig. 5c,d).296
Our results also clearly show the difference between measuring splitting intensity by297
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approximation (Fig. 5c) and by projection (Fig. 5d). Both measures of splitting intensity298
define a broad region where ∆SI < 0.4, although the region does not exhibit the same299
level of instability as 2σandλ¯2 as SNR decreases (Fig. 6c,d).300
These results clearly show that none of these measures alone are ideal for identifying301
discrepant shear-wave splitting. For example, splitting intensity difference even at high302
SNR does not define a regular matching region in φ ,δ t space when compared to λ¯2.303
At lower SNR ratios this difference is less pronounced, as increasing noise makes304
discrepant shear-wave splitting more difficult for all methods to resolve.305
3.1 Discussion306
Our synthetics results demonstrate that there are problems with all measures of307
discrepant shear-wave splitting when used individually. Our new measure of discrepant308
shear-wave splitting does offers improvement, but comes with its own pitfalls. It is clear309
that measuring SI using the projection method offers improvement over approximating310
SI from the splitting parameters φ ,δ t. The apparent non-uniqueness in ∆SI that we311
have identified (Fig. 5c,d) raises a potential issue in this approach that requires careful312
treatment in discrepant shear-wave splitting analysis.313
When we compare methods for measuring splitting intensity for real data (Fig. 7)314
we confirm the issues suggested by the synthetic analyses, along with a broader315
disagreement between methods for split phases (Fig. 7a). This disagreement,316
particularly when we consider that the splitting intensity test for discrepancy relies317
on the difference between measurements, highlights that improvement can be made by318
using the full projection method.319
Our new λ¯2 test does not have the same non-uniqueness issues as ∆SI, however it320
is strongly dependant on the signal-to-noise ratio of the data. When we explore its321
performance across φ ,δ t space with our synthetics, we see that λ¯2 defines a single,322
well-constrained region where we can classify the shear-wave splitting as matching. By323
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A. B.
D.C.
Figure 5: Synthetics grid with a source polarisation of 45°, synthetic pairs are constructed by
“pairing” the result at grid position δ t = 2.0s,φ =−15° (red cross) with all other points in the
grid. Splitting measures for each synthetic pair are plotted at the position of the input φ ,δ t for the
synthetic ‘SKKS’. A) Classification using 2σ where orange indicates matching pairs and purple
discrepant pairs. B) λ¯2 contoured for all pair in the grid. The purple line encloses the region
where λ¯2 < 1.15(λ SKS2 +λ
SKKS
2 ). C,D) ∆SI for splitting intensity measure by approximation (C.)
and by projection (D.). The region in white indicates where ∆SI ≤ 0.4 the threshold suggested
by Deng et al. (2017).
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A. B.
D.C.
Figure 6: The same as Figure 5 with a random white noise added such that the mean SNR
of the synthetics is now ≈ 10. Synthetic pairs are constructed by “pairing” the result at
grid position δ t = 2.0s,φ = −15° (red cross) with all other points in the grid. Splitting
measures for each synthetic pair are plotted at the position of the input φ ,δ t for the synthetic
‘SKKS’. A) Classification using 2σ where orange indicates matching pairs and purple discrepant
pairs. B) λ¯2 contoured for all pair in the grid. The purple line encloses the region where
λ¯2 < 1.15(λ SKS2 +λ
SKKS
2 ). C,D) ∆SI for splitting intensity measure by approximation (C.) and
by proejction (D.). The region in white indicates where ∆SI ≤ 0.4 the threshold suggested by
Deng et al. (2017).
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A. B.
C. D.
E. F.
Figure 7: Splitting Intensity calculated using an approximation (Pa) (Chevrot, 2000; Deng et al.,
2017) and the projection (Pr) (Chevrot, 2000). A) the projected and approximated SI for all the
split phases in our dataset B) projected and approximated SI for all nulls. Note the contrast in
spread of the two measures, where approximation ranges from -3 to 3 whilst projection most
events are between -0.5 and 0.5. For a null, splitting intensity should be ≈ 0. C,E) Splitting
intensity by projection against Q for SKS and SKKS respectively. D,F) Splitting intensity by
approximation against Q for SKS and SKKS respectively. A Q of -1 indicates a clear null and a
Q of 1 indicates a clear split shear-wave. This result can also be reproduced using our synthetics
(supplemental figure S6)
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summing the estimated 95% confidence λ2 values (Silver and Chan, 1991) for SKS324
and SKKS we define a criteria for λ¯2 which scales with uncertainty in the individual325
measurements. A drawback is that these uncertainties increase with noise, which326
reduces the efficacy of λ¯2 when the signal-to-noise ratio is low. The matching region327
defined by λ¯2 broadens and in some cases can break down, reducing our ability to resolve328
discrepant shear-wave splitting. This is an important restriction as the signal-to-noise329
ratio is often relatively low (∼ 8.0) for SKS and SKKS. Relying solely on either λ¯2 or330
∆SI opens us to the risk of their pitfalls. These pitfalls can be somewhat mitigated where331
there is visual inspection of all waveforms (e.g., Deng et al., 2017; Reiss et al., 2019).332
We know that SKS and SKKS are not sensitive to VTI anisotropy (Hall et al., 2004),333
which is a common approximation used when modelling anisotropy in D′′ (e.g., Walker334
et al., 2011). We also know that discrepant splitting between these phases has to be335
explained by non-VTI anisotropy from D′′, which requires us to invoke models of D′′336
anisotropy with lower symmetry. Therefore it is paramount that we have confidence that337
our observations of discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting are accurate and robust.338
In the low-SNR environment we are often forced to work in studying SKS-SKKS shear-339
wave splitting, the relative stability of ∆SI makes it a good complementary measure340
to λ¯2. The measures are complimentary to each other and combining them in a341
multiparameter approach helps to mitigate their drawbacks. Our λ¯2 test solves an issue342
of inherent non-uniqueness in the ∆SI method, and ∆SI resolves the issues with the343
broadening region of λ¯2≤ (λ 95%2SKS +λ 95%2SKKS) as signal-to-noise ratio decreases. Measuring344
splitting intensity using projection (Chevrot, 2000) decouples ∆SI from λ¯2. This gives345
us two independent measures to test for discrepant shear-wave splitting.346
We suggest that applying both the ∆SI (where SI is measured using projection) and our347
λ¯2 test, gives us the most robust means for identifying discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-348
wave splitting. Using this multiparameter approach will allow for easier automation of349
discrepant shear-wave splitting analysis.350
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Figure 8: Event locations (stars) and stations (triangles) used to produce our Eastern Pacific
dataset. Example raypaths taken by SKS, SKKS are drawn, with SKS and SKKS pierce points
through the core-mantle boundary indicated by circles and diamonds respectively. This is plotted
over the isotropic shear-wave velocity at the base of the mantle from the model S40RTS (Ritsema
et al., 2011), show as a % deviation from the reference model.
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4 Multi-parameter discrepant splitting analysis, a case351
study.352
4.1 The NE Pacific region353
To test our new, multi-parameter, approach to identifying discrepant SKS-SKKS354
splitting, we construct a dataset of SKS-SKKS event station pairs. Whilst the full dataset355
has a global scope, we focus our analysis on a subset of SKS-SKKS pairs recorded at356
stations in the North Eastern Pacific (Fig. 8). This region contains several features in357
D′′ that we might expect to result in azimuthal anisotropy. This makes it an ideal region358
to search for discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting.359
The nearby strong lateral gradient in shear-wave velocity, associated with the margin360
of the Pacific LLSVP (Fig. 8) is one such feature. Recent studies have found that361
azimuthal anisotropy is concentrated at or near to the margins of the African LLSVP362
(Cottaar and Romanowicz, 2013; Lynner and Long, 2014; Ford et al., 2015), the Perm363
anomaly (Long and Lynner, 2015) and southern margins of the Pacific LLSVP (Deng364
et al., 2017; Creasy et al., 2017).365
Previous studies of the Eastern Pacific using SKS-SKKS (Long, 2009) and S-ScS366
(Nowacki et al., 2010) have found evidence for azimuthal anisotropy in D′′. This367
anisotropy, particularly the TTI anisotropy modelled by (Nowacki et al., 2010),368
is attributed to deformation of D′′ surrounding subducted Farallon slab material.369
However the limited coverage of these studies leaves the full extent of this anisotropy370
unconstrained. By revisiting this region with a new SKS-SKKS dataset, we demonstrate371
the effectiveness of our new technique whilst also improving our constraints on D′′372
anisotropy.373
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4.2 Data374
We construct our dataset from a previous dataset of SKS shear-wave splitting results by375
Walpole et al. (2014). We select a subset of these results that are clearly identified as376
being either split or null according to their quality factor, Q (Wuestefeld et al., 2010).377
We use a cutoff of Q > 0.7 for split events or Q < −0.7 for nulls. For the 954 events378
selected where we could also pick SKKS, we download broadband seismic data from379
the IRIS data management centre. All events are processed using SHEBA, where we380
measure φ ,δ t, along with splitting intensity by both approximation and projection.381
Shear-wave splitting in SKS and SKKS are measured independently. Prior to our382
analysis we detrend and demean the seismograms and check for data gaps or spikes. We383
filter all seismograms with a two-pass two-pole butterworth bandpass filter, with corner384
frequencies of 0.01 Hz and 0.5 Hz. We chose a upper corner frequency of 0.5 Hz in order385
to better resolve weakly split (δ t ≈ 0.5 s) phases. Excluding these higher frequencies386
can lead to weakly split phases being measured as nulls (Walpole et al., 2014). This is387
especially important as these weakly split results tend to occur at “null” stations where388
there is no apparent anisotropy in the upper mantle.389
After performing shear-wave splitting analysis we remove events with a signal-to-noise390
ratio ≤ 5. Additionally we reject phases with a difference in backazimuth and source391
polarisation ≥ 10°. For all SKKS phases, we then identify the SKS result for the same392
event and combine them to produce SKS-SKKS event-station pairs. This results in a393
dataset of 420 SKS-SKKS pairs with upwards core-mantle boundary pierce points in394
the Eastern Pacific. Additionally, we use our full dataset to test the performance of395
measuring splitting intensity by approximation and projection.396
4.3 Results397
Following our synthetic examples we test for discrepant SKS-SKKS splitting in our398
Eastern Pacific data using both λ¯2 and ∆SI. The 111 pairs where both phases are null399
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Figure 9: Matching and discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs where at least one phase has been split.
SKS-SKKS event station pairs are classified as either matching (black) or discrepant (green)
using our new measure λ¯2 and a modified ∆SI test (see text). SKS (circle) and SKKS (diamond)
results are plotted at their up-going pierce points at the core-mantle boundary. These are
calculated using TauP (Crotwell et al., 1999) assuming an IASP91 1-D velocity model (Kennett
and Engdahl, 1991). For phases that are split, the associated parameters are drawn as bars
oriented φ ° from N with a length proportional to δ t at the corresponding piercing point. For
each event station pair SKS and SKKS piercing points are connected with a great circle arc.
These connecting arcs are also coloured according to whether the pair is interpreted as matching
(black) or discrepant (green). Null-split pairs are inferred as discrepant as in other studies (e.g.,
Grund and Ritter, 2018).
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and the 256 where one phase has a Q factor between -0.5 and 0.5, are discarded from400
our analysis.401
After we apply our multiparameter discrepancy test (λ¯2 and ∆SI by projection) to the402
remaining 53 pairs, we find that 30 show discrepant SKS-SKKS splitting (Fig. 9). Of the403
discrepant pairs, there are 5 cases where both SKS and SKKS are split. The remaining404
25 discrepant pairs are cases where one phase (usually SKS) is null and the other is405
clearly split. The majority of the pairs follow a backazimuth of 260°− 290°, with406
no clear correlation between backazimuth and discrepant splitting. We also see a few407
discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs at other backazimuths, but these events are too isolated to408
make any meaningful interpretation. We focus on the 48 SKS-SKKS pairs with pierce409
points between∼−160°and∼−120° longitude and between∼ 35°and∼ 60° latitude.410
We see that discrepancy is primarily correlated to longitude and that our splitting results411
are broadly consistent with latitude (Fig. 9). The most striking feature is the north-south412
line of 18 discrepant pairs with a null SKS and a split SKKS occurring at longitudes413
of ∼−130° to ∼−120°. The measured splitting in SKKS for these event-station pairs414
has a mean δ t of 1.15s±0.02s and mean splitting intensity of 0.93±0.05. There are 3415
discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs in this sub-region where both phases are split. We also note416
that we only have two stations, FRD and ULM, where we see both null and split SKS.417
Moving further West, we see a more complex transition to pairs which are discrepant,418
but with splitting in both SKS and SKKS, and then to where both phases return matching419
splitting. In contrast to the null-split pairs, the 12 matching event-station pairs here420
have a mean δ t of 1.72s± 0.07 and mean SI of 1.35± 0.11 for SKS and a mean δ t421
of 1.80s± 0.03s and a mean SI of 1.24± 0.12 for SKKS. This increase in splitting422
is what we expect to observe as the null SKS phase in a null-split pair indicates that423
there is no contribution to shear-wave splitting from the upper mantle. Our observations424
of interspersed matching and discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs is broadly consistent with425
previous work in this region (Long, 2009), where anomalous SKS-SKKS splitting was426
observed along a similar backazimuth range further to the south (Fig. 9).427
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We also investigate the measured splitting intensity across our global dataset, to further428
explore the contrast between approximating SI and using the projection method. Our429
results (Fig. 7) again show the disagreement between the two methods. Separating split430
(Fig. 7a) and null (Fig. 7b) phases shows that the splitting intensity approximation431
is inaccurate in both cases, whilst we only expected it to perform poorly for nulls.432
Plotting the measured splitting intensities against the quality factor Q, an indicator of433
nulls, for SKS (Fig 7c,d) and SKKS (Fig 7e,f) also demonstrates the large range of434
splitting intensities returned for nulls by the approximation. It is also worth noting435
that these result can be also be reproduced using synthetic shear-waves (Supplemental436
figure S6). This systematic discrepancy between approximated and projected splitting437
intensity suggests that approximated splitting intensity should be used with caution and438
where possible should be replaced with splitting intensity measured by projection.439
5 Azimuthal Anisotropy in D′′ beneath the Eastern440
Pacific441
Our results in the Eastern Pacific show that, in line with other studies (e.g., Niu and442
Perez, 2004; Restivo and Helffrich, 2006), discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting443
is uncommon, but resolvable. The clear observation of discrepant SKS-SKKS splitting444
near the edge of the Pacific LLSVP continues a global trend where discrepant SKS-445
SKKS shear-wave splitting has been observed at, or near, margins of the Pacific (Deng446
et al., 2017) and African (Lynner and Long, 2014; Reiss et al., 2019) LLSVPs and447
near the Perm anomaly (Long and Lynner, 2015). Our results corroborate and expand448
upon previous SKS-SKKS results in this region (Long, 2009), where a similar pattern449
of discrepant splitting was seen along a similar backazimuth range further South (Fig.450
9). This is indicative a province in D′′ that exhibits azimuthal anisotropy. By including451
the observations of Long (2009), we can extend this interpretation further, covering a452
large province of D′′ near the Eastern margin of the Pacific LLSVP across which we can453
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Figure 10: Matching and discrepant SKS-SKKS event-station pairs where at least one phase
has been split, plotted over the S40RTS isotropic shear-wave velocity model at the core-mantle
boundary (Ritsema et al., 2011). SKS (circle) and SKKS (diamond) results are plotted at their up-
going pierce points at the core-mantle boundary. These are calculated using TauP (Crotwell et al.,
1999) assuming an IASP91 1-D velocity model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991). Our interpreted
region of potential azimuthal anisotropy in D′′ is shown by the dashed line. The solid lines denote
where we see the change in anisotropy in D′′ from our observation of null-split SKS-SKKS pairs.
Previous studies of D′′ anisotropy in this region are shown using SKS-SKKS (green bubbles)
(Long, 2009) and S-ScS (purple) (Nowacki et al., 2010). The orientation and dip of the tilted
transverse isotropy (TTI) modelling by Nowacki et al. (2010) is also shown.
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interpret a change in seismic anisotropy (Fig. 9).454
Our observations of null SKS phases, paired with split SKKS, demark where this change455
in anisotropy occurs. The clear north-south trend of SKS-SKKS null-split pairs over456
∼ 20° latitude is best explained by a change in D′′ anisotropy. The weaker splitting457
parameters for the SKKS phases in these null-split pairs, compared to the nearby458
matching split SKS-SKKS pairs, suggests that these pairs do not sample any upper459
mantle anisotropy and instead SKKS is solely sampling azimuthal anisotropy in D′′.460
This change in D′′ anisotropy could be a simple rotation of the anisotropic medium461
between the regions sampled by SKS and SKKS, such that SKS is no longer sensitive462
to it due to alignment of the medium’s fast direction and the polarisation of SKS.463
Alternatively there could be a change across this region, either to a different anisotropic464
mechanism or to isotropy.465
We have no similar constraint on the westward extent of this region. Indeed, a plausible466
explanation for the transition from discrepant to matching SKS-SKKS shear-wave467
splitting is the province of azimuthal anisotropy is large enough that the more westerly468
pairs are both sampling the azimuthal anisotropy. This best explains why our result469
are so closely interspersed, with the SKKS pierce points of the null-split sampling470
the same region of D′′ as many of our matching pairs. This province of azimuthal471
anisotropy must be broadly homogeneous, as we would expect any significant lateral472
variations within the region to also produce widespread discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-473
wave splitting whereas we only see 3 SKS-SKKS pairs in this region that are discrepant474
where both phases are split.475
A strong candidate for this azimuthal anisotropy is LPO of post-perovskite (pPv),476
extending away from the Pacific LLSVP (Fig. 10). Post-perovskite is known to be stable477
in the pressure and temperature conditions of the lowermost mantle (Murakami et al.,478
2004) and is often favoured by observational and modelling studies of D′′ anisotropy479
(e.g., Walker et al., 2011; Ford et al., 2015; Creasy et al., 2017).480
An interpretation of pPv requires a decrease in temperature to affect the phase transition481
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Figure 11: Summary cartoon of our interpretation of a post-perovskite ridge in D′′. The
cold Farallon slab collects along the core mantle boundary (following numeric models (e.g.,
Mcnamara et al., 2002)). In the pressure conditions of D′′ and due to the positive claperyon slope
(Murakami et al., 2004) this cold material crosses the phase transition to post-perovskite. The
cooling effect of the collecting slab material may also sufficiently cool the surrounding native
D′′ material to extend the post-perovskite ridge. The surrounding D′′ material must be isotropic
or anisotropic with VTI in order to explain the consistent observations of null SKS phases.
from bridgmanite (Murakami et al., 2004). This is consistent with the body-wave482
tomography-derived shear-wave velocity (Fig 9), as faster velocities are attributed to483
colder regions of in D′′. These faster regions of the lowermost mantle are often484
inferred to be associated with subducted slab material. Plate motion models (Richards485
and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 1998) suggest the Farallon plate has reached the core-mantle486
boundary in this region and previous work invokes this as a probable cause of D′′487
anisotropy (Long, 2009). As the cold subducted material reaches the core-mantle488
boundary the pressure conditions become sufficient for bridgmanite to transition to post-489
perovskite. The cooling effect of the collecting slab material may also sufficiently cool490
the surrounding native D′′ material to expand the post-perovskite province away from491
the slab.492
As pPv has different elastic properties to bridgmanite, we do not require a change in493
lowermost mantle deformation across this region to explain our observations. However,494
we would expect for there to be deformation associated with the subducting Farallon495
slab. We may be detecting this with our 4 discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs where both496
phases are split, however they are too disparate to draw any meaningful interpretation.497
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Further data colleciton, especially an improvement in backazimuthal coverage, is needed498
to search for slab-associated deformation. Our observed trend of null-split pairs with499
a nulls SKS and split SKKS suggests a change in D′′ anisotropy across the region.500
This could be explained by a change in deformation of D′′ causing a rotation of the501
anisotropic medium, resulting in the SKS null. Alternatively we could be seeing an502
East-West transition from pPv to bridgmanite, where bridgmanite then does not produce503
anisotropy that SKS is sensitive to (Fig. 11).504
Whilst LPO of post-perovskite is a strong candidate mechanism, other mechanisms505
cannot be ruled out. Bridgmanite and ferropericlase, the other two significant lowermost506
mantle minerals can generate significant anisotropy through LPO (e.g., Cordier et al.,507
2004; Marquardt et al., 2018). However both phases are ubiquitous throughout the508
lower mantle, which is generally considered to be isotropic away from D′′ (Meade et al.,509
1995). This makes these phases less plausible explanations that post-perovskite. An510
SPO mechanism also cannot be ruled out. SPO models of layered disc-like or tubular511
melt inclusions have been shown to generate anisotropy very efficiently, requiring a512
very low volume-fraction (< 0.0001 of melt (Kendall and Silver, 1998)) to manifest a513
measurable signal.514
Distinguishing between these candidate mechanism has thus far been a significant515
challenge to our understanding of D′′. Indeed, SPO and LPO may yet prove to be516
complementary mechanisms, depending on the length scale of deformation within D′′517
with respect to the seismic wavelengths used. Recent forward modelling efforts (Ford518
et al., 2015; Creasy et al., 2017; Pisconti et al., 2019) have improved our constraints on519
D′′ anisotropy, although most candidate mechanisms produce plausible results. Further520
expansion of these methods to remove the reliance on single-crystal elastic tensors,521
along with improving our observational constraints through the integration of ScS, SKS522
and SKKS shear-wave splitting data with reflected PdP and SdS polarities (Creasy et al.,523
2019) will allow to greatly improve our understanding of D′′ anisotropy.524
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6 Conclusions525
We have shown using both synthetics and real data that if not carefully treated,526
current methods for identifying discrepant shear-wave splitting have limitations that527
may lead to both false positive and negative results. To ensure robust detection and528
analysis of discrepant shear-wave splitting we have developed a new measure derived529
from the eigenvalue minimisation method used to measure shear-wave splitting for530
each phase. Additionally, we propose some improvements to the measurement of531
spitting intensity and its application to discrepant splitting analysis. Combining these532
independent measures in multiparameter approach allows us to more rigorously test533
for discrepant shear-wave splitting and for easier automation of discrepant shear-wave534
splitting analysis . This allows us to use SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting data to535
constrain D′′ anisotropy with improved confidence.536
Our SKS-SKKS results in the Eastern Pacific suggest a region of azimuthal anisotropy in537
D′′, near the Eastern margin of the Pacific LLSVP. We also see a change in D′′ anisotropy538
across this region, requiring a change in mechanism or in D′′ deformation. Our539
observations are best explained by lattice preferred orientation of post-perovskite, where540
the change in anistropy is potentially due to post-perovskite transitioning to bridgmanite.541
Our preferred model to achieve these conditions in D′′ is the impingement of material542
from the Farallon slab near the core-mantle boundary. Future studies combining SKS-543
SKKS and S-ScS shear-wave splitting data using complementary backazimuth ranges,544
along with intensive forward modelling of predicted D′′ anisotropy, should help to545
further improve our understanding of anisotropy of this part of D′′, and its links to the546
dynamics of the Earth system.547
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Figure S1: A null SKKS phase at station R24A as measured by SHEBA (see figure 2 for an SKS
example). Here we show the uncorrected and corrected traces (top) and particle motions (below
left), along with the eigenvalue surface (below right). This example has the highest Q value of
all identified nulls used in our study, a classification that is easily confirmed when inspected the
particle motion and eigenvalue surface. Note how the grid search algorithm has moved across
towards the maximum δ t. This trend is seen throughout our dataset.
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Figure S6: A reproduction of Figure 7A, comparing Splitting Intensity calculated using an
approximation (Pa) (Chevrot, 2000; Deng et al., 2017) and the projection (Pr) (Chevrot, 2000),
using synthetics. The synthetics used here are the same as those used to test our discrepancy
measures and are generated on a evenly spaced grid of 629 synthetic split shear-waves over a
range of 0 ≤ δ t ≤ 4s and −90 ≤ φ ≤ 90°, with a mean SNR of ≈ 8. Synthetics are coloured
base on their classification by Q (Wuestefeld et al., 2010) (see text). Splits synthetics (Q ¿ 0.5)
are shown in red, null synthetics (Q ¡ -0.5) are shown in blue and synthetics where 0.5≤Q≤ 0.5
are shown in black. The solid line shows SI(Pr) = SI(Pa), which we would expect most of the
results to sit near if the approximation is accurate.40
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